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Abstract

Background: Implant stability  may be affected by initial resorption of bone at the 

implant surface. This may dictate the timing of implant loading. Since the 

discovery of osseointegration, scientists and clinicians have been investigating 

methods to enhance osseointegration by improving implant characteristics and 

enhancing the environment around the dental implant to provide optimal 

conditions for bone integration. Several in vivo and in vitro studies have 

demonstrated that  the use of photobiomodulation may improve bone repair in 

surgical defects. Greater and faster bone formation was seen in irradiated 

defects and surgical wounds when compared with control groups.

Objective: 1) To assess the role of photobiomodulation on the early bone tissue 

healing period applied to the practice of endosseous dental implants using a 

randomized clinical trial (RCT). 2) To assess the role of photobiomodulation on 

peri-implant alveolar crestal bone in the early healing period of bone tissue. 

Materials and Methods: After obtaining REB from the University of Toronto, a 

total of 72 patients requiring 76 dental implants (35 female and 37 male; mean 

age 63.5; range 35-100 years) were recruited and consented for inclusion into 
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this trial. Patients received dental implants by a single operator. Implants were 

randomly assigned to one of two groups, control (n=47), and treatment group 

(n=29). All patients in the study received dental implant(s.) The treatment group 

had to apply light emitting diode (LED) delivered by  OsseoPulse device to the 

surgical site, while the control group  did not. Patients in the treatment group  were 

educated on how to use the OsseoPulse device and were instructed to apply it to 

the surgical site preoperatively for 20 minutes, and for additional 10 daily 

sessions of 20 minutes each postoperatively  starting the day of surgery. Implant 

stability was assessed using the Osstell device which utilizes resonance 

frequency analysis (RFA) technology  and expresses data as Implant Stability 

Quotient (ISQ) values. ISQ of the implants was measured at time of surgery 

immediately following implant placement. It was also reassessed on a frequent 

basis in weeks 1, 2, 4, and 8 post operatively. The radiographs were taken 

immediately after insertion and at 8 weeks follow-up appointment. Radiographs 

were analyzed using SigmaScan Pro and the data were analyzed statistically 

using SPSS and Stata.

Results: As expected, there was a continuous decrease in ISQ value in the 

control group over the first 4 weeks following implant placement. This was 

followed by an increase at 8 weeks post-operatively. On the other hand, this ISQ 

decrease was not seen in the treatment group; instead, there was a continuous 

increase in ISQ values over the follow-up period. A significant change in ISQ 

values (p  < 0.001) was seen between the groups at every follow-up  visit in 

comparison to initial visit.  Regression analysis study  showed that the primary 
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effect of LED on ISQ values was seen over the first 2 weeks (p < 0.05). The 

mean crestal bone loss among the control was significantly greater than the 

treatment group at 8 weeks (p = 0.05).

Conclusions:  Data suggest that photobiomodulation by means of LED will allow 

for a continuous increase in ISQ value and may reduce crestal bone resorption in 

the early phases of bone healing around dental implants.
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1.1 Introduction

Humans have been faced with the problem of tooth loss since the beginning of the time. 

As a result, we have been on a constant mission to find options to restore lost teeth (1). 

However, most attempts were unsuccessful or unpredictable until the innovative 

discovery of endosseous intraoral dental implants by Professor Brånemark (2). 

Brånemark used implants made of titanium, and they were integrated in bone tissues 

via what was described as the process of “osseointegration”. Osseointegration is the 

phenomenon of direct contact of living bone with a biocompatible implant in the absence 

of an interposing soft tissue layer at the resolution of the light microscope (3, 4).

The discovery of osseointegration has in turn led to a continuous effort to enhance and 

speed the process. Ongoing extensive in vivo and in vitro research supplemented with 

clinical trials has been conducted in order to reach these objectives (5-8).

In general, methods to enhance osseointegration can be categorized in two ways. First 

are those that attempt to improve implant characteristics such as implant biomaterials, 

implant design, surface topography, surface energy, and surface chemistry (5-8). The 

second category includes enhancing the environment around the dental implant to 

provide an optimal medium for its osseointegration in biological tissues. Researchers 

and clinicians, for example, have incorporated cytokines, growth factors, gene therapy, 
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and photobiomodulation using a low level laser therapy (LLLT) or light emitting diode 

(LED) (9-16).

1.2 Peri-implant osseous healing

Upon injury, the biologic response is to faster healing through a reparative or a 

regenerative process depending on the tissue type and condition. Aside from bone and 

embryonic tissues, the reparative response of all other tissues leads to fibrous 

connective tissue scar formation that does not resemble the original tissue in structure 

and function (1, 17). On the other hand, bone is capable of regeneration under 

favorable conditions. Regeneration results in tissues that have the same structure and 

function as the original tissue prior to injury (1, 17).

The preparation of a surgical site and then placement of an endosseous dental implant 

is an example of iatrogenic tissue injury. Endosseous implants are osseointegrated via 

bone regeneration around the implant (17). However, if the conditions are not optimal, 

bone heals in a reparative fashion leading to a fibrous integration of the implant (1).

In general, biological wounds heal in three phases that overlap, but are physiologically 

distinct: inflammatory, proliferative, and maturation phases. Bone fracture healing 

follows this pattern. Endosseous implant healing, which resembles in many aspects the 
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healing of bone fracture, follows this pattern as well, even though different terminology 

is used to describe the peri-implant bone healing phases (1, 17).

Implant site preparation in bone results in intra-osseous hemorrhage that leads to clot 

formation around the implant immediately after placement. Achieving a perfect implant-

bone fit is not possible due to gaps between the implant surface and the edge of the 

endosseous osteotomy. These gaps fill with blood forming a blood clot, or hematoma, 

which persists for a few days. The blood clot is primarily  composed of platelets (17, 18), 

which then become activated (19-22). The activation is enhanced by the implant’s 

surface micro-topography. Upon activation, platelets release growth factor and 

cytokines, such as platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF), transforming growth factor 

beta (TGF-β), vascular endothelial growth factors (VEGF), and neutrophil activating 

peptides (NAP). The released cytokines and growth factors are crucial in multiple 

processes in the early  phases of implant healing: they are responsible for 

chemoattracting and activating neutrophils involved in the inflammatory phase of wound 

healing. They chemoattract mesenchymal cells. They stimulate osteoinduction, which is 

the process of converting osteogenic mesenchymal cells into bone matrix producing 

mature osteoblasts. They also facilitate the process of osteoconduction (bone growing 

on implant or bone surfaces). They then stimulate new vascular formation 

(angiogenesis) in order to maintain cell vitality, which leads to the formation of new bone 

(19-21, 23).
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Platelets are also responsible for triggering the coagulation cascade and ultimately  fibrin    

network formation. A fibrin network attaches to the implant surface. Osteoblasts migrate 

through this network to the implant surface prior to producing bone matrix on the implant 

surface (19-22). Within the osteotomy itself, disruption of blood vessels is seen, as well 

as early  inflammatory changes resulting in tissue hypoxia and a decrease in tissue pH. 

These changes also stimulate angiogenesis.

Following the aforementioned early events, bone healing around implants can be 

subdivided into three phases: osteoconduction, de novo bone formation, and bone 

remodeling (19-21).

Bone grows by apposition or layering. Once mesenchymal cells are induced into 

becoming osteoblasts, they attach themselves onto the bone surface and start secreting 

extracellular bone matrix to be calcified later. Bone continues to grow inward toward the 

implant. This process is called distant osteogenesis. On the other hand, differentiated 

osteoblasts adjacent to the implant surface attach themselves onto the implant surface 

and start secreting extracellular bone matrix in a layering fashion onto the surface. This 

process of new bone formation on the surface of the implant is termed de novo bone 

formation. Contact osteogensesis is the term given to the processes of osteoconduction 

and de novo bone formation when they  occur together on the surface of the implant 

during the early phases of healing. This process occurs rapidly, and is predominantly 

seen with cancellous bone (19-22). In class IV bone (24) this process is required in 

order to obtain stability of implant.
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Bone remodeling is a slow and ongoing process that occurs in response to implant 

loading. It occurs as a function of osteoclasts’ and osteoblasts’ continuous activity in 

order to replace the immature woven bone that is deposited early  into a more mature 

lamellar bone. This process is the predominant event that occurs during the cortical 

bone healing around implants (19-21). It also occurs in order to maintain bone 

homeostasis as the body continues to replace its volume at a rate of 0.5% of its volume 

daily via this process (25).

1.3 Implant loading

Implant dentistry is an evolving science. Since the early studies of Dr. Brånemark in the 

1960s and 1970s, an ongoing effort has been made to reduce the time of 

osseointegration and ultimately to reduce the time it takes to load the implant (26).

Early clinical protocols utilized a two-stage surgical approach in order to obtain 

reproducible and successful outcomes. This involved submerging the implant under the 

submucosal tissue after implantation into bone. In a secondary surgery, the implant was 

exposed trans-orally prior to loading with the prosthetic components (4). Later studies 

demonstrated that a single-stage surgery technique was an acceptable alternative. 

During this procedure, a healing abutment that is exposed trans-orally is attached to the 

implant, eliminating the need for a secondary surgery  (27-29). These early protocols 

emphasized a waiting period of three to eight months of healing prior to loading the 
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implant with prosthetic components following a two-stage surgical approach. However, 

clinical research has shown that in select circumstances, the option of earlier loading of 

implants may be considered an acceptable option. The healing period following single-

stage surgical approach, prior to loading of implants, has been shortened to 6-8 weeks 

(6, 30). Recent clinical studies have introduced the concept of immediate loading in 

order to achieve an increase in patient satisfaction and patient acceptance rate for 

implants. Immediate loading is defined clinically as loading the implant with prosthetic 

components within 48-72 hours after insertion into bone (31).

Studies have shown that immediate loading of dental implants is a valid option as long 

as certain prerequisites are met. The most important of these are adequate primary 

stability upon insertion and minimal loading of the implants, which will reduce 

mechanical stress and minimize micro-movement in order to allow for successful 

osseointegration (26, 32).

1.4 Implant stability

The stability  of an implant in bone is a necessity  for successful osseointegration and 

hence loading of the implant with a dental prosthesis. Stability is divided into categories: 

primary and secondary (33). Primary is the stability of the implant obtained at the time of 

insertion into bone. It is obtained by the biomechanical interlocking of the implant and 

bone tissue. It is dependent primarily upon bone quality, quantity, implant design, and 
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surgical technique (22, 31, 34). However, the areas of bone contacting the implant 

surface are subsequently  slowly  resorbed by osteoclastic activity. This decreases the 

initial primary mechanical stability  of the implant. Secondary stability is  a biological 

event. It is achieved by the early deposition of new bone around the implant surface, as 

discussed above, and commences within a few days of implantation. Both the primary 

and secondary stability  are crucial for successful osseointegration. At any given point of 

time during the early  phases of implant healing, total stability can be viewed as a 

combination of the two stability  processes. As the initial stability of an implant 

decreases, secondary  stability increases until the completion of the healing process. 

Nevertheless, there is a period when implant stability  is compromised because the rate 

of decrease in primary stability is faster than achieving adequate secondary stability. 

The implant is at a higher risk of failure during this period if optimal conditions are not 

ensured, such as lack of micro-motion (33, 35). This critical period has been estimated 

to be 2 to 3 weeks following implant placement, and has been extrapolated from 

histological animal studies using dog model (33, 35).

Attempting to develop  a protocol to reduce the loading time of implants requires a valid 

and reliable method to quantify the stability of implant in bone tissue. This is important 

to assess primary stability. In order to quantify stability  of implants, multiple methods 

have been used in the past such as insertion torque, Periotest, and resonance 

frequency analysis (RFA). 
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Studies have demonstrated that using insertion torques of 32 to 45 Newton centimeters 

(Ncm), as recorded by  a manual torque wrench or motor hand-piece, is an adequate 

indicator of primary stability (36-38).

Periotest (Medizintechnik Gulden, Germany) is an electromechanical device that, upon 

tapping the implant with a small integrated hammer at a specified speed, measures the 

deceleration of the hammer. This change in speed is processed electronically and the 

outcome value is correlated to implant stability (39).

The most commonly used RFA-based device in implant dentistry is the Osstell ISQ 

(Osstell AB, Göteborg, Sweden). A wireless SmartPeg is attached to the implant. Osstell 

provides a wide selection of SmartPegs that can fit on the majority of different implant 

systems and are adaptable to different implant diameters (Figure 1.1 a,b). The 

technique is non-invasive. The Osstell device, wirelessly  and without contacting the 

SmartPegs, creates a variable frequency magnetic pulse that vibrates the SmartPeg 

(Figure 1.1 c). In turn, the vibration of the SmartPeg causes the implant embedded in 

bone to vibrate in a resonance frequency that the Osstell device can measure. The 

vibrations induce a lateral bending force on the implant that resembles clinical loading 

conditions but at a lower magnitude (Figure 1.1 d). The Osstell converts the resonance 

frequency into arbitrary  values ranging from 1 to 100 (Figure 1.1 e). This value is 

designated as the Implant Stability Quotient (ISQ). The higher the ISQ value, the more 

rigid the implant-bone interface is, and hence the increased stability  of the implant. 
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Studies have suggested that implants with ISQ values above 54 are considered to be 

stable and are amenable to immediate loading (40-45).

In our study, the Osstell ISQ device was used to assess the effect of 

photobiomodulation on the early bone healing around dental implants.
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Figure 1.1: Osstell device: parts and clinical application: (a)  SmartPeg; (b) 

SmartPeg is attached to the implant after implant  insertion; (c)  Osstell device 

creates a variable frequency magnetic pulse that vibrates the SmartPeg. 
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Figure 1.1 (continued): Osstell device: parts and clinical application: (d) Pulse 

from Osstell device induces lateral bending force on the implant that resemble 

clinical loading condition; (e) Osstell device showing the ISQ value on its monitor. 

(Images are reprinted with permission from Osstell: www.osstell.com)
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1.5 Photobiomodulation (PBM)

1.5.1 Introduction

Light is a form of electromagnetic energy that exists as particulate matter and travels in 

waves having a constant velocity. The basic unit of light is called a photon. Light energy 

is composed of photons or discrete packets of electromagnetic energy. Waves of 

photons have different amplitudes and different wavelengths. Amplitude is defined as 

the absolute value of the maximum vertical displacement from a zero value during one 

period of an oscillation, while wavelength (λ) is defined as the distance between one 

peak or crest of a wave of light, heat, or other energy and the next corresponding peak 

or crest. Amplitude correlates with the intensity or brightness of light and is measured in 

joules (J), which is the unit of energy. Wavelength is measured in nanometers (nm). 

Nanometer is a metric unit of length and is equivalent to one billionth of a meter. 

Wavelength may affect how light is delivered to a target, and thereby, how light can 

react with tissues. It is important to appreciate that the energy  of an individual photon 

depends on its wavelength (46, 47).

Light therapy has been used in many cultures for thousands of years as a therapeutic 

modality  to treat various health conditions (48). Sunlight was used as the earliest form 

of light therapy. However, over the past two centuries alternative methods of delivering 

light were developed and light, as a treatment modality, evolved for two primary 
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reasons. The first was the extensive work of Niels Ryberg Finsen, a nineteenth-century 

Danish physician who realized that the refractive rays from the sun, or as he called 

them, the “chemical rays,” may have a stimulating effect on biological tissues. He 

demonstrated that by using an artificial light source to concentrate the “chemical rays,” 

beneficial effects were seen in the treatment of lupus vulgaris, a disfiguring skin 

disease. He was awarded The Nobel Prize in 1903 for his work (49, 50). The second 

was the discovery of lasers in the 1960s (51).

Bio-photonics is defined as the science of generating and harnessing light (photons) to 

image, detect, and manipulate biological materials. It integrates lasers, nanotechnology, 

and biotechnology. It is applied in medicine and dentistry  as an aid in the fields of  

diagnostics, therapeutics, and research (52).

Medical therapeutic effects of light include but are not limited to thermal interaction, 

photodynamic therapy, and photobiomodulation. Thermal interaction occurs when heat 

is generated by high energy light and this can be used to disrupt tissues. This approach 

can mechanically induce ablation, coagulation, vaporization, carbonation, and melting. 

This application is used to control surgical bleeding or to incise tissues. Photodynamic 

therapy involves the application of a photosensitizing agent (porphyrin based, 

chlorophyll based, or a dye) which will interact with light to trigger chemical reactions in 

the body. Photobiomodulation may be induced using low level lasers (LLL) or light 

emitting diodes (LED) that stimulate photochemical effects on tissues without producing 
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heat which could damage biological tissues (52). The therapeutic effect of LLL therapy 

(LLLT) and LED to induce photobiomodulation was our primary focus in this study.

Endre Mester, a Hungarian physician, conducted multiple laser experiments in the 

1960s to assess their carcinogenic potential. Using low energy ruby red laser with mice, 

he demonstrated improved hair growth instead of causing cancer. This was the first 

demonstration of “photo-biostimulation” (47, 48, 53). Subsequently, these results led to 

further studies assessing the influence of red light on wound healing. The term 

photobiomodulation was introduced later and it was demonstrated that the effects of 

radiation could be either stimulatory or inhibitory (54, 55). Photobiomodulation is applied 

in many  areas of medicine such as wound healing; relief of inflammation, pain and 

edema; relief of neurogenic pain; and bone regeneration, to name a few.

1.5.2 Lasers

LASER, an acronym for Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation, is 

defined as any device that emits highly amplified and coherent light (electromagnetic 

radiation) of a discrete wavelength (monochromatic) (56). The concept of “stimulated 

emission” was proposed by Albert Einstein in 1916-1917 (57). Stimulated emission is 

defined as the process by which an electron of an excited atom (or an excited molecular 

state) will interact with an electromagnetic wave of a certain frequency and may drop  to 

a lower energy level, transferring its energy  to that field. By doing so, there is a release 
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of light energy  that is identical to the incoming form of light. A photon, on the other hand, 

is defined as the quantum of electromagnetic energy. It is regarded as a discrete 

particle having zero mass, no electric charge, and an indefinitely long lifetime (56). A 

photon created in this manner has the same frequency and phase as (i.e., coherent 

with) the stimulating radiation wave (46).

Despite Einstein’s early theorization, laser was only physically demonstrated for the first 

time in 1960, using a ruby laser emitting a red beam of light (51). Since the discovery of 

lasers, extensive research has been conducted on lasers in order to fully understand 

their potential for various aspects of daily living. Today, lasers are used in the fields of 

technology, manufacturing, science, medicine, and dentistry, along with many others 

(46).

1.5.3 Low Level Laser

Most lasers have high power output and they can generate a significant amount of heat 

which potentially  could have significant negative side effects. The use of LLLT in 

medicine with an output measured in milliwatts (mW) has gained increasing interest due 

to its therapeutic effects, while at the same time allowing for less thermal damage than 

the higher powered lasers (46, 55, 58).
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LLLT is also known as soft laser therapy or cold laser therapy. This approach primarily 

utilizes semiconductor diode lasers that are typically at the red or near-infrared (NIR) 

parts of the electromagnetic spectrum, and have wavelengths within the range of 630 to 

980 nm, depending on the desired effects and the target tissues. These lasers typically 

have powers ranging from 10-500 mW, and total irradiance of several joules. They do 

not transmit significant thermal effects to biological tissues (46, 55, 58).

1.5.4 Light emitting diode (LED)

Electrons in a solid material possess two primary  energy bands that are located in  

different positions relative to each other depending upon the material. Valence band 

(VB) describes a phenomenon whereby the electron exists in bonds and is at a low 

energy state in a solid matter, while the conduction band (CB) is where the electron 

exists in a high energy state and acts as a free particle. When an electron is excited to 

the CB, this leaves behind an empty state that is referred to as a hole. A hole carries a 

positive charge and behaves like a freed, positive charged entity (59, 60).

According to this relationship between VB and CB, solids are categorized into three 

categories. Conductors comprise the first category and examples of these include 

metals whereby the CB and VB overlap  forms without a gap, and electrons can freely 

travel between them. The second category  are the insulators and in this group  there are 

significant distances between bands, and a tremendous amount of energy  is required to 
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move electrons from VB to CB; thus, no electric current may be conducted through 

these materials. The final category are the semiconductors, where VB and CB do not 

overlap; however, the energy required to move electrons between VB and CB is less 

than that required for insulators, so that a current can be conducted between them. It is 

important to appreciate that this current is weaker than that allowed by conductors. The 

difference between the VB and CB is called band gap (BG), which is the minimal energy 

required for the electron transition. BG is distinct for each solid material. BG is usually 

zero for conductors, and is seen to increase in the other two categories of solid 

materials. A semiconductor is an element that contains both electrons and electron 

holes. Under the action of an applied field, the hole can move by accepting an electron 

from a neighboring bond (59, 60).

A light emitting diode (LED) is a device that emits a non-coherent narrow bandwidth 

(about 5-20 nm) of the electromagnetic spectrum (61, 62). LED devices use 

semiconducting materials that have a pn-junction, which is a contact between two 

terminals, a p-type semiconductor and an n-type semiconductor. Current flows in the 

form of electrons from the n-side, which primarily has negative electric charges, to the 

p-side, which primarily  has positive charges. This occurs when sufficient voltage is 

applied to the semiconductor. Current flow is unidirectional. When the electron reaches 

the p  end, the electron combines with the hole. Due to the movement of electrons to a 

lower-energy band at the p end, the reaction of a negative and a positive charge yields 

a quantum of electromagnetic energy that is emitted in the form of a photon of light. This 

process simply transforms electrical current into light. LED operates on the principle of 
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spontaneous emission, in which the resultant recombination process between electrons 

and holes allows for emitted photons in random directions, when excited (48, 59, 60). 

Spontaneous emission is the process by  which an excited atom decays to a state with a 

lower energy (e.g., the ground state) and emits a photon (46). 

The color of the light emitted, or its wavelength, depends on the band gap of the 

materials forming the p-n junction. LEDs are available at wavelengths ranging from 

ultraviolet (UV) to visible to near infra-red (NIR) bandwidth (247 to 1300 nm) (48). In 

photobiomodulation, in order to produce red/NIR wavelengths for the desired effect, 

gallium arsenide phosphide (GaAsP), gallium arsenide (GaAs), and aluminum gallium 

arsenide (AlGaAs) are used as semiconductors (46, 52, 63).

1.5.5 LED versus LLLT as a source of photobiomodulation

Laser is distinctively different from ordinary light in many aspects: monochromaticity, 

coherence, and directionality. Visible light is the sum of multiple colors of the visible 

spectrum and is usually seen as white. Laser, in contrast, is monochromatic, that is, 

composed of a single color. The wavelength of light determines whether it is visible or 

invisible. Laser waves are also coherent; the beam of light is composed of waves, 

having identical physical size, shape, and direction (46).
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LEDs, on the other hand, emit photons via spontaneous emission, as has been 

previously discussed. The photons are non-coherent, not highly directional, and even 

though considered by some as monochromatic, they occupy a narrow-band region of 

the electromagnetic spectrum, rather than having a single wavelength.

Initially, it was thought that coherence of the laser beam was the cause of its therapeutic 

effect on wound healing. However, research has shown that is not the case (58, 64-66). 

It was proposed and demonstrated that the therapeutic effect on biological tissues was 

due to the application of certain wavelengths (64). Further, studies demonstrated that 

coherence was lost after penetrating superficial layers of skin due to refraction and 

scattering. Based upon those findings, attempts to replace lasers with partially non-

coherent or non-coherent lights were undertaken (48).

While certain characteristics of light have been investigated for their photobiomodulation 

effects, others remain controversial in the literature, such as the polarization of light and 

source emission mode. Emission mode, generally speaking, could be either continuous, 

where emission is at one power level for the duration of the application, or pulsed, 

where the emission has periodic alternations in power. Pulsed mode emission has short 

intervals when the emission is terminated between the peaks of emission (46). Most 

authorities believe that these effects in photobiomodulation are not well understood but 

it is felt that they do not play significant roles in photobiomodulation (47).
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The literature has focused primarily  on photobiomodulation’s effect using LLL rather 

than LED. A limited number of articles have discussed the effect of LED on biological 

tissues. Interest in LED application has increased after NASA’s published work on LED 

describing it as an effective alternative modality to LLL when used to improve wound 

healing. They investigated the effect of LED on astronauts suspended in zero-gravity 

conditions who suffered from poor wound healing (61, 62). Results were very promising  

and these studies argue that it is acceptable to extrapolate scientific findings of LLL 

studies to explain the mechanisms of action of LED in photobiomodulation (48, 61, 62).

LLLT is currently an accepted therapeutic device in medicine and dentistry; however, it 

has some disadvantages that render it less practical. LED as a photobiomodulation 

modality  is the most recent studied category of non-thermal light therapies. LED is 

comparable to LLL, since both have low peak power output, measured in mW, 

compared to high energy lasers which are measured in watts (W). LED has an 

additional advantage over lasers as they possess the possibility  of combining 

wavelengths with an array of various sizes, thereby stimulating a broader range of 

tissue types. LLL has a small optical “footprint” and requires excessive hardware and 

bulk for the management of large surface areas. On the other hand, LED delivers light 

over a greater surface area than most lasers and can be used on larger targets, 

resulting in reduced treatment times. The higher energy density  that would be required 

to treat larger areas with LLL could result in damage to the eye if the retina was 

unintentionally  overexposed. LED does not promote the risk of this type of damage. 

Phototherapy using LED may therefore be thought of as more practical due to the ability 
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to produce high efficiency diodes at the desired wavelengths and at reasonable prices 

(61, 62, 64, 67).

1.5.6 The physics of light-tissue interaction

Depending on tissue’s optical properties, light could have four interactions with target 

tissue. It could be reflected, scattered, transmitted, or absorbed. Reflection occurs when 

the light is redirected off the surface without producing any effect on the target. 

Scattering is the process by which photons deviate from their straight direction upon 

interaction with tissues. Their direction is not predictable, and is not governed by the 

laws of reflection. Scattering is the primary cause of unwanted thermal damage to 

adjacent tissues when ablative lasers are used. Transmission occurs when light passes 

through the tissue without inducing any effect on the target. Transmission is also 

dependent on the generated light’s wavelength. Absorption of light by the target 

molecules is the desired effect of the phototherapy. It depends on the tissue’s water and 

pigmentation contents as well as the wavelength of the irradiated photons (46, 63).

Different tissues have different optical properties. Skin, mucosa, and bone are 

transparent, not absorbing light well. On the other hand, muscles have the greatest 

absorption, primarily  due to their high vasculature and hence their high hemoglobin 

content which is a strong light absorbent (46, 63).
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The wavelength of the source combined with the optical properties of the target tissue 

dictate the penetration depth of light and the dosage at target tissue. The effective or 

standard penetration depth is defined as the depth at which the fluence, energy per unit 

area, of light is reduced to 37% of its previous value (68). In the literature, the 

penetration depth of lasers is also defined by extinction length. Extinction length is 

defined as the thickness of a substance at which 98% of the energy from the laser is 

absorbed.

Photons in the red region (600-700 nm) of the electromagnetic spectrum are 

superficially  absorbed while those in the NIR region (780 and 950 nm) penetrate up  to 5 

cm. The greatest depth of optical penetration is at about 820 nm (46, 63). Wavelengths 

between 700 and 770 nm are not considered to have much activity.

In order to provide a better understanding of the benefits of photobiomodulation, the 

next few sections explain the proposed mechanism of action of photobiomodulation at 

molecular levels.

1.5.7 Mitochondrial ATP production

Adenosine triphosphate (ATP) is the fuel that the cell relies on to perform its normal 

activities and metabolic reactions, such as transport of substances through membranes, 

synthesis of chemical compounds, and mechanical work. ATP is a high energy 
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compound composed of a nitrogenous base adenine, a pentose sugar ribose, and three 

phosphate radicals. The last two phosphate radicals are connected with the remainder 

of the molecule with high-energy phosphate bonds. This high-energy bond is very labile, 

and it can be split whenever energy is required to boost intracellular reactions.

Ninety-five percent of the intracellular ATP production is formed via oxidative reactions 

in the cellular mitochondria. Pyruvic acid, derived from carbohydrates, fatty acids, and 

amino acids, is converted at the cytoplasm via glycolysis to Acetyl coenzyme A (acetyl-

CoA). Acetyl-CoA then goes through the citric acid cycle, or Krebs cycle.

In the Krebs cycle, acetyl-CoA splits into hydrogen atoms and carbon dioxide. The 

highly reactive hydrogen atoms yielded combine with oxygen in the mitochondria to 

release energy. Mitochondrial integral protein enzymes use this energy to convert 

adenosine diphosphate (ADP) to ATP molecules (69-72).

The majority of hydrogen atoms produced in the Krebs cycle are transferred to 

coenzymes, NAD⁺ and FAD to produce NADH, and FADH₂ respectively. The net result of 

the catabolism of one acetyl-CoA is 3 NADH molecules, 1 FADH₂ molecule, and 3 

hydrogen ions (H⁺) (69).

The mitochondrion is a rod-shaped, double-membraned organelle ranging from 0.5 to 4 

micrometers (μm) in length and resides in the cytoplasm of eukaryotic cells. The cell 

contains about 2,000 mitochondria but their number could vary depending on the cell’s 
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energy expenditure. The mitochondrion has an inner membrane and an outer 

membrane. The membranes of the mitochondrion divide the organelle into two aqueous 

compartments, one within the interior of the mitochondrion, called the matrix, and a 

second between the outer and inner membrane, called the inter-membrane space. The 

mitochondrion’s internal structure is divided into incomplete chambers due to the 

invagination of the inner membrane forming finger-like projections that are called cristae 

(47, 70).

The outer mitochondrial membrane is fairly  permeable and it contains porins, integral 

protein channels that can undergo reversible closure to control the passage of 

molecules such as ATP, NAD, and coenzyme A, which are key players in energy 

metabolism within the mitochondrion. On the other hand, the inner mitochondrial 

membrane is highly impermeable; molecules and ions require special membrane 

transporters to gain entrance to the matrix. The inner membrane contains more than 

100 different polypeptides and has a very high protein:lipid ratio. The electron transport 

chain (ETC) is located in the inner mitochondrial membrane (71).

The mitochondrion is involved in many important cellular activities. Aside from its 

primary role in cellular energy metabolism, it is involved in other activities, such as

synthesis of numerous substances, including certain amino acids and the heme groups; 

regulating calcium (Ca²⁺) concentration of the cytosol via the uptake and release of

calcium ions; and regulating cellular apoptosis (71, 72).
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Utilizing the end products of the Krebs cycle, the mitochondrial oxidative 

phosphorylation pathway is the primary source of ATP production via the ETC, which is 

primarily composed of cytochromes, iron and copper containing proteins (73).

The ETC  is composed of four transmembrane complexes that are embedded in the 

inner membrane. Three of them are proton pumps: complex I (NADH dehydrogenase), 

complex III (cytochrome bc1 complex), and complex IV  (cytochrome c oxidase). 

Complex II (succinate dehydrogenase), however,  is not a proton pump (47).

The carriers of the ETC  are arranged in order of increasingly positive redox potential. 

Each carrier is reduced by  the gain of electrons from the preceding carrier in the chain 

and is subsequently oxidized by the loss of electrons to the carrier following it (71).

ETC transports two electrons extracted from a combination of an NADH molecule and 

an H⁺, or a single FADH₂ molecule. Electrons are transferred from one element of the 

ETC to the next while losing energy  as they move along till the energy-depleted 

electrons eventually transfer to an oxygen molecule (O₂), which ultimately binds to H⁺ to 

be reduced to water (H₂O) (73).

The redox reactions at the ETC  are coupled to conformational changes in electron 

carriers, the ETC’s complexes. As a result, they  pump protons from the cytoplasm to the 

intra-membrane space of the mitochondria, creating an energy gradient that is stored in 

the form of an electrochemical gradient across the inner mitochondrial membrane. 
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When protons move back, down their electrochemical gradient, to the cytoplasm 

through an ATP synthase enzyme, ATP is produced via this coupling mechanism. These 

last steps are the basics of the chemiosmotic theory which was introduced by Peter 

Mitchell in 1961. He won the Nobel prize in chemistry later for his work (71, 74).

This process also restores the cell’s coenzymes in order to accept more hydrogen 

atoms from the Krebs cycle (73).

1.5.8 Photobiomodulation mechanism of action (MOA)

The exact mechanism of photobiomodulation is still not well understood. However, 

many research-driven hypotheses have been proposed since Mester’s discovery. The 

mechanism of action is controversial because the underlying biochemical mechanisms 

are incompletely  understood and parameters used in this field, such as wavelength, 

fluence, power density, and timing of treatment, are extensively variable.

The optical properties of tissue such as absorption and scattering of light are 

wavelength dependent. Hemoglobin and melanin have high absorption at wavelengths 

shorter than 600 nm, while water has high absorption at wavelengths greater than 1150 

nm. Due to this, biological tissues have an optical window or range covering the red to 

NIR wavelengths; effective tissue penetration of light is maximized in the range of 600 

to 950 nm of the electromagnetic spectrum (47). Photobiomodulation involves the 
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application of red to NIR radiation via a LLL or a LED to stimulate cellular function and 

produce biological and clinical effects (55).

Photons emitted by LLLT or LED device must be absorbed by a molecular chromophore 

in order to produce a biological effect. Chromophore is a chemical group  capable of 

absorbing light of particular wavelength(s) (71, 72). Each chromophore absorbs light of 

a specific wavelength. It has been theorized that photobiomodulation is made possible 

by the activation of cytochrome c oxidase (CCO) at the mitochondrial ETC. CCO, the 

terminal enzyme at the ETC (complex IV), absorbs light in the red (first absorption peak) 

to NIR region (second absorption peak) of the electromagnetic spectrum (46, 48).

Karu et al. proposed that CCO is the primary photo-acceptor for the red to NIR range of 

the electromagnetic spectrum after carrying out action spectra studies on CCO at 

different oxidation states, observing its biological photoresponse at a variable 

wavelength, wave number, frequency, or photon energy. They found that the CCO’s 

absorption spectra were similar to the action spectra for biological responses to light in 

the red to NIR range of the electromagnetic spectrum (65). CCO contains two iron 

centers and two copper centers (58, 75). It could have a different oxidation or redox 

state depending on the oxidation state of its four centers. According to the redox state of 

CCO, each redox state has different absorption spectra. Karu et al. showed four peaks 

in the LLLT action spectrum at 613.5-623.5 nm, 667.5-683.7 nm, 750.7- 772.3 nm, and 

812.5-846.0 nm (75).
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Photons at the living tissue can either be absorbed or scattered. Scattered photons will 

eventually be absorbed or will diffuse away. Once red to NIR photons are absorbed, 

they interact with CCO within the mitochondria. The quantum of energy delivered by the 

photon delocalizes electrons in the molecular orbitals of CCO. CCO become excited 

from the ground state to the first excited state by the quantum of energy delivered by 

the photon. The energy must be conserved. Three possible outcomes could occur 

following that event. Heat production via vibration could occur as the excited electron 

returns to its ground state without emitting a photon. Alternatively, fluorescence could 

occur when the absorbed photon triggers the emission of another photon with a longer 

wavelength and less energy, while heat is produced as an energy difference between 

the absorbed and emitted photons. The last, but not least possible outcome is 

photochemistry. Multiple photochemical reactions could be seen to occur following the 

absorption of photon by CCO, such as reactive oxygen species (ROS) formation or the 

dissociation of a nitric oxide (NO) from its binding site on the CCO (54). Absorption of 

photons by  CCO leads to electronically excited states and, as a result, an acceleration 

of the mitochondrial ETC occurs (76). Increasing electron transport leads to increased 

proton pumping and ultimately an increase in ATP production (55, 65).

CCO is inhibited by NO. Mitochondria has a neuronal isoform of NO synthase. NO binds 

reversibly to CCO. It competes with O2 for the reduced CCO. NO is believed to play a 

role in modulating the activity of CCO. It slows cellular respiration in that particular 

region of the body in order to divert oxygen (O2) to other tissues or cells where it would 

be needed (47, 77). Karu et al. proposed that NO photodissociation could be another 
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mechanism via which photobiomodulation could occur. They  proposed that LLL could 

photodissociate NO from CCO. This reverses the inhibition induced by  NO binding, and 

as a result increases the cell’s respiration rate (78). Studies have demonstrated that 

CCO has also a light-mediated nitrite reductase activity  that results in an increase in the 

concentration of NO. It has been demonstrated that NO participates in intracellular 

signaling pathways as a secondary messenger (54, 78, 79). 

Other in vitro and in vivo studies have demonstrated similar results, while some studies 

showed that red to NIR light, depending on the parameters of the photobiomodulation 

source, could decrease NO levels in tissues possibly via inhibiting inducible nitric oxide 

synthase (iNOS) (80).

It is important to mention that research has demonstrated that photobiomodulation shifts 

the cell to a more oxidative state. Cells have different redox states during growth, and 

photobiomodulation could vary according to that. Photobiomodulation is more effective 

when the cell is in a low oxidation-reduction (redox) stage. Cells at this stage are usually 

acidic, having a low intracellular pH. Normal and healthy cells at better redox states are 

not very responsive in that regard (46, 81).

During cellular respiration and ATP production at the mitochondrial ETC, ROS are 

produced as a by-product. ROS refers to molecules and free radicals, chemical species 

with one unpaired valence shell electron, and is derived from molecular oxygen. 

Molecular oxygen contains two unpaired electrons in the outer shell and is not very 
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reactive. Superoxide anion (O₂⁻.) is a relatively  stable intermediate for most other ROS. 

It is a product of the one-electron reduction of molecular oxygen (O₂). Examples of other 

potent ROS are hydrogen peroxide (H₂O₂), and hydroxyl radical (OH.). ROS could react 

with nitric oxide (NO.), and other reactive nitrogen species (RNS) as well (77).

Partially  reduced and highly  reactive metabolites of O₂ may be formed during many 

redox reactions, such as the reaction at the ETC. Mitochondrial ETC is the primary 

source of ROS production. Complex I, and complex III of the ETC, in particular, and 

complex II, to a lesser extent, could leak electrons prematurely to oxygen forming 

superoxide anion (O₂⁻.) (77, 79).

The cell maintains a balanced redox state by balancing between ROS formation and 

antioxidant defense mechanisms, such as Superoxide dismutases (SOD), enzymes that 

catalyze O₂⁻. dismutation into O₂ and H₂O₂, catalase, and glutathione peroxidases; with 

these last two enzymes decomposing H₂O₂. Imbalances due to excessive ROS and/or 

antioxidant defense deficiency lead to oxidative stress that would cause damaging 

results. ROS, if produced in excess, could haphazardly target cellular components such 

as proteins, lipids, polysaccharides and DNA. This imbalance has been implicated in 

many known disease processes (73, 77, 82).

ROS are very potent. Cells such as phagocytic cells, for example, could produce them 

in large quantities as a part of a host counter-attack defense mechanism. Aside from 

their reputation as destructive forces, ROS have multiple important cellular roles. For 
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example, it has been demonstrated that ROS could be a trigger for the intracellular 

intrinsic pathway of apoptosis. Apoptosis (or programmed cell death) is a vital 

mechanism used by organisms, for example, to terminate irreparable damaged cells, 

regulate neuron growth, and modulate the immune system. Failure to regulate 

apoptosis could lead to catastrophic consequences (71, 72). It has also been 

demonstrated that ROS play a role in intracellular signaling and cellular regulation (77, 

82, 83).

Cell-to-cell communication is crucial for any biological system in order to accomplish the 

required maintenance of homeostasis and repair in response to injury. Cells participate 

in extracellular and intracellular communication pathways. Extracellular signals depend 

on molecules such as growth factors (GFs), cytokines, hormones, and 

neurotransmitters (NT) that bind to their specific cell surface receptors in a receptor-

ligand fashion. This interaction produces signals that propagate intracellularly via 

multiple variable pathways until the signals reach second messengers, such as cyclic 

adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) and Ca²⁺, and by protein phosphorylation cascades. 

Eventually, signaling pathways lead to the activation of transcription factors that regulate 

the expression of specific sets of genes that are necessary for diverse cellular activities 

(83). Transcription factors (TF) are regulatory proteins that bind to specific 

deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) sequences in order to modulate the transcription of the 

encoded genetic information into the messenger ribonucleic acid (mRNA) prior to the 

ultimate translation of the mRNA into amino acids in order to synthesize proteins 

required by the cell (70).
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ROS signals target other signaling molecules, such as receptor kinases and 

phosphatases at multiple levels from the cell’s surface receptors and all way to the 

nucleus. ROS has been shown to induce phosphorylation and activation of the PDGF-α, 

PDGF-β, and EGF receptors, all of which are receptors for important regulatory GFs 

(83, 84). GFs are structurally related proteins that act either as hormones or as local 

mediators to regulate a wide range of biological functions such as stimulating cell 

growth, proliferation, and cellular differentiation (70).

ROS signaling also inhibits the activity of the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) Ca²⁺ ATPase 

(SERCA), an enzyme that rapidly sequesters the Ca²⁺ released into the cytosol back 

into the SR (85-87). This inhibition results in Ca²⁺ diffusion from SR to the cytosol and 

leads to an increase in intracellular concentration of Ca²⁺ [Ca²⁺]. 

Ca²⁺ concentration inside the cell is normally kept low. Increase in intracellular [Ca²⁺] can 

activate or inhibit various enzyme and transport systems, change ionic permeability of 

membranes, induce membrane fusion, or alter cytoskeletal structure and function.  Ca²⁺ 

functions intracellularly  as a second messenger. Ca²⁺ primarily  acts in conjunction with a 

number of Ca²⁺-binding proteins, such as calmodulin. The Ca²⁺-binding proteins complex 

affects many signaling pathways. This complex could bind to a protein kinase, a cyclic 

nucleotide phosphodiesterase, ion channels, or to the Ca²⁺-transport system of the 

plasma membrane. Once bound to a protein kinase, it activates it. The activation of the 

kinases results in transcription factors phosphorylation and hence, gene transcription 
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stimulation. One of the most studied targets of ROS is the nuclear factor kappa-light-

chain-enhancer of activated B cells (NF-κB) (88, 89).

Nuclear factor kappa-light-chain-enhancer of activated B cells (NF-κB) are a group of 

transcription factors that can regulate gene expression by binding to discrete DNA 

sequences. They are present as latent, inactive molecules, and are bound to a family of 

inhibitory  proteins known as inhibitors of NF-κB (IκBs) in the cytoplasm. 

Phosphorylation of IκB by the IκB kinase (IKK) results in IκB ubiquitination (the process 

of adding the molecule ubiquitin to a protein in order to tag it for degradation by 

proteasomes, proteolytic enzymes). This process is followed by IκB degradation. This 

degradation releases NF-κB. Once NF-κB is liberated, it is translocated into the nucleus 

where it binds to a specific DNA sequence and activates target gene expression 

(90-92). NF-κB play an important role in regulating many cellular and organismal 

processes, such as immune and inflammatory responses, developmental processes, 

cellular growth and proliferation, and apoptosis.

The action of NF-κB is generally  transient, lasting from 30-60 minutes. It is removed 

from DNA by  newly-synthesized IκBa to form a complex that is exported back to the 

cytoplasm to remain latent again (90-92).

NF-κB activation mostly involves the activation of IKK via a multitude of extracellular 

signals. The pathway  is complex and not fully  understood. It also involves other 

processes such as acetylation, methylation, phosphorylation, and oxidation/reduction. 
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Some known inducers are oxidative stress agents such as ROS, inflammatory  cytokines 

such as tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNFα) and interleukin 1-beta (IL-1β), viruses and 

bacterial components such as bacterial lipopolysaccharides (LPS), and ionizing 

radiation, to name few (91, 92).

In general, it has been proposed that ROS signaling could work via two mechanisms of 

action.(83) The first mechanism is the alteration in the intracellular redox state.

Cells have many redox couples in order to maintain homeostasis. Examples are 

nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD/NADH), nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide 

phosphate (NADP/NADPH), glutathione/glutathione disulfide couple (GSH/GSSG), and 

thioredoxin/ thioredoxin disulfide couple (Trx(SH)₂/TrxSS). The first molecule of each 

couple is the oxidized form, while the latter is the reduced form (93).

These alterations in turn activate intracellular cytoplasmic signaling pathways, resulting 

in transcriptional changes that regulate nucleic acid and protein synthesis. Examples of 

transcription factors that are regulated by redox state changes are activator protein-1 

(AP-1), NF-κB, p53, and hypoxia-inducible factor (HIF)-1 α, an HIF-like factor (94).

Intracellular thiols, primarily  GSH and Trx(SH)₂, maintain the cytosol in a reduced state. 

Both proteins are potent antioxidants with a thiol reducing group and they  can readily be 

oxidized, preventing damage caused by ROS. GSH and Trx(SH)₂ have high 

reduced:oxidized ratio by Glutathione reductase (GSR) and thioredoxin reductase (TR), 
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respectively. It has been shown that both proteins participate in cell signaling via altering 

their total levels and their oxidized:reduced ratio depending on multiple factors, 

including ROS activity. For example, decreased GSH levels have been linked to 

decreased cell proliferation in vascular endothelial cells, increased proliferation of 

fibroblasts, and inhibition of PDGF receptor autophosphorylation. In the nucleus, studies 

showed that this redox system is involved in regulating DNA binding to some 

transcription factors, as well as regulating gene expression in response to oxidant 

stress. This effect has been implicated in DNA binding of NF-κB (95).

The second mechanism is via oxidative modifications of proteins. By modifying critical 

amino acid residues, ROS can alter protein structure and function, or regulate their 

enzymatic activity. The best demonstrated example is the modification of cysteine 

residues by ROS. By modifying cysteine residues located within the DNA-binding motif 

of a transcription factor, ROS could alter its ability  to bind DNA. An example is the p53 

transcription factor. p53 is a tumor suppressor protein. In this model, redox changes of 

cysteine residues at or near the p53-DNA interface appear to regulate its binding and 

transactivating potential (96). This has also been implicated as a possible mechanism 

for EGF-mediated mitogenic signaling (97).

Photobiomodulation may influence the redox potential of target cells as well; a shift in 

cellular redox potential toward oxidation is associated with the stimulation of cell 

functions, while a shift toward reduction may be inhibitory (55, 58, 98).
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1.6 Applications of photobiomodulation

Photobiomodulation has been implicated in many medical applications. It has been 

shown to be effective, for example, in wound healing, neural detoxification and 

regeneration, pain reduction, and bone regeneration.

1.6.1 Role of photobiomodulation in wound healing

Photobiomodulation has been shown to play a significant role in wound healing in 

multiple animal models and in clinical trials. When LLLT or LED were applied to induced 

surgical dorsal lesion on diabetic rats, the wounds healed significantly faster than 

wounds in the control group, in which photobiomodulation was not applied (99). Multiple 

other animal models with diabetes or without such an intrinsic disease that is known to 

impair wound healing have shown similar results (61, 62, 67). It has been hypothesized 

that photobiomodulation speeds the healing process by inducing cytokines and growth 

factors via one or more of the following effects. Photobiomodulation has been shown to 

increase cytokines responsible for fibroblast proliferation and migration, increase  

growth factors inducing fibroblasts collagen synthesis, such as TGF-ß, induce fibroblast 

transformation into contractile cells, myofibloblasts, in order to speed wound 

contraction, increase growth factors responsible for the neovascularization, such as 

VEGF, and last but not least increase cytokines responsible for the inflammatory phase 

of healing in keratinocytes, such as IL-1 and IL-8 (55, 61, 62, 66, 67).
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1.6.2 Role of photobiomodulation in neural protection

Photobiomodulation might play an important role in protecting nerves from damaging 

neurotoxins. Methanol is converted in the body to formic acid which is known to cause 

damage to the retina and the optic nerve, leading to blindness. Studies show that brief 

LED application to rat’s retina following methanol intoxication assists in protecting the 

neural tissue by  modulating the effect of this neurotoxin. Other studies also showed that 

LED application following potassium cyanide (KCN) or tetrodotoxin, both of which are 

CCO inhibitors, reduced their neural damage and increased the cellular ATP content 

(100).

1.6.3 Role of photobiomodulation in nerve regeneration

Photobiomodulation effect on nerve regeneration has been researched using primarily 

LLL. In vivo and in vitro studies have shown that it stimulates nerve sensory and motor 

function following injury (101-104).

Using an animal model to test the effect of photobiomodulation post complete resection 

of sciatic nerve, the LLL irradiated group  showed significant increase in axon and fiber 

diameter, as well as improvement in gait recovery, in a fluence-dependent fashion, in 

comparison to the control group (102). Similar effects have been seen when transected 

nerves which were repaired with biodegradable conduits were irradiated with LLL as 
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well.(105) Histological analysis of irradiated inferior alveolar nerve repaired by means of 

a conduit also demonstrated increase in post-traumatic nerve regeneration and nerve 

fiber density in comparison to the non irradiated nerves (106). Similar positive 

histological results were seen with irradiated crushed facial nerves in an animal model 

(107).

Clinical studies have shown similar results following application of LLL in patients who 

had been suffering from incomplete peripheral nerve and brachial plexus injuries for 6 

months to several years. Significant improvements in motor function were noticed 

following LLLT (103). Significant objective and subjective improvement in the distribution 

of the inferior alveolar nerve following bilateral sagittal split osteotomy was also seen 

following LLLT in multiple clinical studies (108-110).

The underlying mechanism is not fully  understood, but it is postulated that this effect is 

possibly due to stimulation of migration and fiber sprouting of neuronal cells, Schwann 

cell proliferation, up-regulating gene expression and secretion of neural factors such as

nerve growth factor (NGF), guiding neuronal growth cones possibly via its effect on 

actin polymerization enhancement at axonal edges (101, 103, 104).

1.6.4 Role of photobiomodulation in pain modulation

Photobiomodulation has an analgesic effect which has been proven in multiple clinical 

trials. Photobiomodulation has been shown clinically  to reduce pain following wisdom 
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teeth extraction, pain associated with temporomandibular disorders (TMD), pain 

associated with soft tissue lesion such as oral lichen planus and chemotherapy-induced 

mucositis, and pain associated with orthodontic movement (111-116).

The mechanism by which this happens is not fully understood. It has been shown that 

high doses of therapeutic light, as discussed in Arndt-Schulz’s principle, have inhibitory 

effects on pain signals. It is proposed that photobiomodulation inhibits pain via multiple 

mechanisms. It possibly  reduces pain by creating transient varicosities along the 

neurons, which impede signal transmission, modulation of the inflammatory process 

responsible for pain, opioid-related mechanisms such as production of endogenous 

endorphins, and alteration of nerve conduction and excitation in peripheral nerves 

leading to a reduction in the action potential. These effects have also been attributed 

secondarily  to the proposed mechanism of action by which photobiomodulation occur, 

which was mentioned above, through its effect on the mitochondrial ETC (46, 112, 117).

1.6.5 Role of photobiomodulation bone regeneration and 

implant healing

Studies conducted primarily using LLLT have suggested that photobiomodulation 

promotes bone healing, bone mineralization, and bone formation in skeletal defects. 

Studies have demonstrated that photobiomodulation can regenerate the ATP supply, 

promote faster angiogenesis that is required for bone regeneration, enhance 
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mesenchymal cell differentiation into osteoblast, and enhance osteoblast cell 

attachment and activity (118). Studies have also demonstrated that photobiomodulation, 

at molecular levels, increased bone nodule formation, ALP expression, osteocalcin, 

TGF-β, as well as up-regulating other molecules and ions involved in bone regeneration 

(118-120). It has been also proposed that photobiomodulation modulates the expression 

of osteoprotegerin (OPG), receptor activator nuclear factor kappa B ligand (RANK), and 

RANK ligand (RANKL) (15). 

In vitro and in vivo studies have demonstrated similar stimulatory effects of 

photobiomodulation around titanium implants (15, 16, 119, 121-127). These studies 

have represented that photobiomodulation might accelerate endosseous implant 

healing by the modulation of early  cellular attachment and growth on titanium surfaces. 

These studies imply that by accelerating the process of osseointegration with 

photobiomodulation, earlier loading of implants could be attempted. No standardized 

protocol exists for photobiomodulation application as an adjunctive treatment modality 

to the practice of dental implants placement; however, studies have shown that using a 

dose of 1-16 J/cm² may have a positive effect on bone metabolism and may be 

responsible for the aforementioned effects (46, 118, 128). These effects are primarily  in 

the early phases of bone healing following initial bone injury. It has been found that 

photobiomodulation will likely  not produce any effects in late stages of bone 

regeneration (118).
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1.7 Treatment dose

Photobiomodulation as a treatment modality has many independent parameters, 

making it nearly impossible to establish a standardized dosage protocol for a given 

indication. It is crucial when evaluating the literature to take into consideration whether 

the study was conducted in vitro or in vivo. As well, the effect of photobiomodulation 

might differ from one species to the next. Thus, it is very important to consider these 

issues rather than use them by extrapolating their findings and developing parameters 

for use in clinical practice.

Aside from the wavelength of the light used, as discussed above, effectiveness of 

photobiomodulation is affected by dosage and treatment duration. A dose of laser 

energy depends on the number of photons and on its wavelength or color. Energy is 

inversely related to the wavelength of the laser. For example, red laser has longer 

wavelength and hence less energy than green laser, while it has more energy than NIR 

laser (46).

Other important parameters aside from wavelength to take into consideration when 

applying photobiomodulation are irradiance and radiant exposure. Irradiance is the 

intensity of light illuminating a given surface. The radiometric unit of measure is W/m² or  

mW/cm². Radiant exposure, or energy density, is a function of irradiance and exposure 

time. It is calculated by dividing the total energy delivered to an area by  the area of 
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irradiation and is expressed as joules per centimeter squared (J/cm²) (46, 63). These 

parameters could be manipulated by altering the power, exposure time, output mode, 

and beam area, collectively referred to as external dosimetry  parameters. These 

parameters are limited by the apparatus used. The effect of photobiomodulation 

depends on internal dosimetry  as well. Internal dosimetry depends on the physical 

characteristics of light upon its interaction with tissue, and the optical properties of the 

irradiated tissue. Based on this, light could be reflected, transmitted, scattered, or 

absorbed upon reaching the tissue. This is important in determining the light’s 

penetration depth in order to produce photobiomodulation (46, 63).

Other factors that should be considered in calculating the dose at the target tissue are 

the distance of the source from the target tissue which primarily affects the light’s spot 

size, as well as whether irradiation is in contact, out of contact, or whether it is applied 

with pressure on tissue (46, 63).

1.7.1 Biphasic dose response (BDR)

The concept of BDR was introduced by Arndt-Schulz (46, 47). By varying the total 

delivered light energy density (fluence), photobiomodulation demonstrated such BDR in 

studies in vitro and in vivo. Experiments have shown that there is an “optimal window” of 

light with a lower and an upper threshold to produce its biological effect. Doses lower or 
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higher than this optimal range will have a diminished therapeutic effect. Higher doses of 

light might have a negative inhibitory effect (47, 129).

1.8 Limitations of studies in the field of photobiomodulation

There are many limitations in setting a protocol for photobiomodulation which need to 

be addressed. Photobiomodulation, once doubted by scientists and physicists, has an 

extensive number of applications, but there is no consensus on definitive protocols for 

given applications, for many different reasons. First, the mechanism of action on the 

cellular level is not completely  understood. Additionally, there is a shortage of 

prospective randomized controlled and blinded human clinical trials available in the 

literature. There are many variable parameters that can be manipulated, as has been 

previously discussed, such as wavelength, power density, energy density, continuous-

wave or pulsed operation modes, pulse parameter, timing of treatment, spot size, and 

LED versus LLL as a light source. It is difficult to identify two studies in the literature 

where the same parameters were used (46, 55, 118).

Another issue that certainly complicates a thorough review of the literature is the 

reported systemic effects of BMP. Aside from the local effect of photobiomodulation at 

the irradiated site, it has been shown that photobiomodulation might have systemic 

effects distant from the site of administration (55, 79). This is important to consider when 

evaluating the literature because some of the studies have demonstrated negative 
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effects resulting from the use of photobiomodulation when the same subject was used 

to control a treatment due to these potential systemic, distant effects.

1.9 Goal of study

The application of photobiomodulation in medicine and dentistry requires further 

extensive scientific research. Randomized clinical trials (RCT) on human participants 

are the ideal scientific approach to reach valid and reliable conclusions. It has been 

suggested that photobiomodulation may have a role in enhancing bone regeneration 

around intraoral endosseous implants during the early phases of healing. Most of these 

suggestions, however, are concluded from in vitro studies (16, 119, 124-127). 

The primary purpose of this study was to evaluate the role of photobiomodulation, using 

an LED device, on the early phases of intraoral endosseous dental implant healing. 
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Chapter 2: Objective and 

Hypothesis
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2.1 Objective

1) To assess the influence of photobiomodulation in the early bone healing period 

around dental implants placed in humans

2) To assess the role of photobiomodulation on peri-implant alveolar crestal bone 

in the early healing period of bone tissue.

2.2. Hypothesis

1) Using LED device, photobiomodulation decreases peri-implant bone resorption in the 

early phases of osseous healing, and hence decreases the reduction in implant 

stability seen during the first few weeks after insertion as measured by the Osstell 

device.

2) Photobiomodulation decreases alveolar crest bone resorption in the early  phases of 

osseous healing around implant.
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Chapter 3: Materials and 

Methods
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3.1 Study population

A total of 72 patients requiring 76 dental implants (35 female (F), 37 male (M); mean 

age 63.5, range 35-100 years) were recruited and consented to participate in this study. 

This study was approved by both the Research Ethics Board at Mount Sinai Hospital 

REB #10-0012-E and University of Toronto REB# 24956. All patients requiring intraoral 

dental implant(s) to replace their missing dentition presented to a dental clinic located in 

the Greater Toronto Area (GTA). Patients were enrolled in this study between December 

2009 and January  2012. A medical history was collected for all participants and clinical 

and radiographical examinations were performed by a single practitioner. This 

practitioner was instructed on the appropriate protocol and methods required to 

standardize the results of this investigation.

The patients were included if they met the following criteria: 1) were able to consent for 

the surgery; 2) required dental implant(s) to restore missing dentition; 3) did not have 

any systemic comorbidity  including diabetes mellitus, systemic immune disease, or 

smoking (non-smoking was preferable, but not an absolute); 4) the implant was placed 

into an alveolar site where the missing tooth was removed at least 3 months previously; 

5) the implant site was not previously grafted; 6) the implant surgery was the only 

procedure performed in the oral region at time of treatment.

Power of study was calculated using an online software provided by Raosoft Inc (130). 

Sample size required was 377 implants with a confidence interval of 95%. Three 
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hundred and eighty papers were folded and put in a jar; half of them were designated as 

control, and the other half as treatment. Participants were randomized to the two groups 

by drawing a paper from the jar.

Both groups received Nobel Biocare (Nobel Biocare, Gothenburg, Sweden) dental 

implants, all being placed under local anesthesia. The implants used were either 

NobelActive, NobelReplace Tapered, or NobelSpeedy Groovy. The control group  (Group 

1) (n = 47 implants, 46 patients) had their implant placed using the accepted clinical 

protocols developed by Nobel Biocare for placement of intraoral endosseous root form 

implants. Following routine placement of implants as in group  1, the treatment group 

(Group 2) (n = 29 implants, 26 patients) received LED treatment .

3.2 Intraoral implant therapy

After obtaining consent for intraoral dental implant surgery, adequate local anesthesia at 

the surgical site was obtained through mucosa using an aspirating dental syringe 

(Integra-Miltex, Pennsylvania, USA). The mucosa at the site of the implant was incised 

using a #15 Bard Parker surgical blade (Integra-Miltex, Pennsylvania, USA) down to 

bone. Full thickness mucoperiosteal flaps were reflected from the alveolar ridge crestal 

bone. Once adequate exposure was obtained, implant site preparation was carried out 

using surgical drills under copious amounts of saline irrigation, following the 

manufacturer’s recommendations. Sequential drills with increasing diameters were used 
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to the desired length in order to accommodate the size of the desired implant. The 

implant was then placed at the prepared site as per the manufacturer’s 

recommendations. Adequate primary  stability was obtained clinically. Implant stability 

was then tested using the Osstell ISQ device immediately following placement. The 

surgical site was irrigated thoroughly, a healing abutment was placed on the implant, 

and the surgical incision was closed using 4-0 chromic gut sutures (Hu-Friedy, Chicago, 

USA)

3.3 LED treatment protocol 

While the control group (Group 1) received no further treatment, the treatment group 

(Group  2) received daily LED treatment according to the treatment protocol described 

below using the OsseoPulse device (Biolux Research Ltd, Vancouver, Canada) 

following implant placement (Figure 3.1 a). The protocol used was suggested by the 

manufacturing company. 

The OsseoPulse device consisted of an adjustable headset which could be customized 

to the patient’s face and head. Stability  and repeatable positioning were achieved by 

ensuring three point contacts on the ear and bridge of the nose. This integrated 

alignment system (Figure 3.1 b) allowed the dentist to position the LED treatment array 

over the surgical site on the surface of the cheek, ensuring a repeatable positioning by 

the patient.
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The integrated controller (Figure 3.1 c) allowed the operator to prescribe treatment 

doses. The clinician would adjust, align and fixate the extra-oral LED array  on the cheek 

surface overlying the surgical site and the patient was instructed on how to use the 

device. The patient then activated the OsseoPulse device at home on a daily  basis as 

prescribed. The OsseoPulse was applied to the surgical site preoperatively for 20 

minutes, and for additional 10 daily sessions of 20 minutes each postoperatively starting 

the day of surgery. The LED device was applied with an energy density  of 30 J/cm² per 

treatment of 20 minutes. Table  3.1  summarizes the parameters of the LED device used 

in this study.

Table 3.1. Parameters of LED that were used in this study 

Tx
Medium used LED Semiconductor 
Wavelength 620-625 nm
Spectrum Red
Pulsed or continuous Continuous wave (cw)
Power density 25 mW/cm² average over surface of array
Energy density (fluence) 30J/cm²
Irradiated area 3.15cm x 1.5cm = 4.73cm²
Depth of penetration At mid-alveolus 1-2mW/cm²
Number of exposures 11
Duration of exposure 20 minutes
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Figure 3.1: The OsseoPulse device: (a) The device is in use after being adjusted 

to patient’s face; (b) alignment system; (c)  integrated controller that allows the 

operator to prescribe desired treatment  doses. (Images are reprinted with 

permission from Biolux Research Ltd.: www.bioluxresearch.com)
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3.4 Follow-up protocol

Patients were asked to return to the clinic for a follow-up  assessment and data 

collection at 1 week, 2 weeks, 4 weeks, and 8 weeks post-operatively.

3.5 Data collection

The primary care provider, using a data collection form designed by the investigator 

(Figure 3.2), documented each patient’s demographics, and the details of each implant 

placed including dimensions, location in the oral cavity, and the alveolar bone’s quality 

and ridge type at the implant’s site. Quality of alveolar bone was assessed according to 

Lekholm and Zarb’s classification of bone quality, and alveolar ridge type was assessed 

according to a modified version of Cawood and Howell’s classification of residual ridge 

type (24, 131).

Each implant’s primary stability  was tested with the Osstell ISQ device at the time of 

placement. ISQ evaluation was undertaken from the buccal and lingual sides, three 

times in each location. The average ISQ value was recorded. A post operative peri-

apical radiograph of each implant was taken at the day of the surgery, and at every 

follow-up visit, the primary provider recorded the ISQ value for each implant using the 

protocol described above.
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Another peri-apical radiograph was taken 8 weeks post-operatively. Radiographs were 

analyzed by  a single reader trained to use the image analysis software SigmaScan Pro 

version 5.0.0 (Systat Software Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). On each postoperative 

radiograph, crestal bone height immediately in contact with the implant was measured 

to the apex of the implant on the mesial and distal aspects of the implant. Implant length 

was measured radiographically as well. The mesial and the distal readings were 

averaged and this average value was divided by the radiographic length of the implant 

(Figure 3.3). The outcome was multiplied by 100% in order to obtain the relation of the 

crestal bone height to the implant length as a percentile value. Implant length used as a 

radiographic reference. The same measurements were conducted on the radiographs 

that were taken 8 weeks postoperatively (Figure 3.4). The percentile value obtained at 8 

weeks was subtracted from the percentile value obtained from the radiograph taken 

immediately postoperatively. The mean difference between the control and the 

treatment groups was analyzed statistically.
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Figure 3.2: Data collection sheet: (a) list of independent variables.
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Figure 3.2 (continued): Data collection sheet: (b) ISQ values.
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Figure 3.3: Measuring crestal bone height medially and distally in relation to 

implant length immediately after implant insertion
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Figure 3.4: Measuring crestal bone height medially and distally in relation to 

implant length 8 weeks after implant insertion
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3.6 Statistical analysis

To measure the effect of LED on the healing of dental implants, the treatment and 

control groups were compared to each other for changes in the ISQ values. The 

independent variables, including dimensions, location in the oral cavity, alveolar bone’s 

quality  and ridge type at the implant’s site, between the two groups were compared 

statistically as well. A regression analysis was conducted to assess the effect of the 

independent variables on the ISQ values. Finally, the crestal bone loss was compared 

radiographically between the two groups. Aside from regression analysis, statistical 

significance was obtained using Student’s 2-tailed T-test and Mann Whitney-U (MWU) 

test. The data were analyzed using IBM’s SPSS for Macintosh, version 20.0.0 (IBM Inc., 

New York, USA), and Stata (Data analysis and statistical software - StataCorp. 2011. 

Stata Statistical Software: Release 12. College Station, TX: StataCorp  LP.) A P value of 

< 0.05 was considered to be significant. Data are expressed as mean ± standard 

deviation of mean unless otherwise noted. 
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Chapter 4: Results
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4.1 Introduction

The normality of distribution of the data was assessed for each pair to be compared 

using a Shapiro-Wilk test. If the data were normally distributed, student’s t-test was 

chosen to assess whether statistical significance existed between the groups. If the data 

were not normally distributed, the non parametric test Mann Whitney-U (MWU) test was 

carried out to assess whether statistical significance existed between the groups.

These tests were run on IBM’s SPSS for Macintosh, version 20.0.0 (IBM Inc., New York, 

USA):

1. The independent variables between the two groups, LED group and control group, 

were statistically analyzed.

2. ISQ values were compared between the groups at each point of time: point zero, 1 

week, 2 week, 4 week, and 8 week follow-up.

3. ISQ value change in comparison to point zero, at each point of time, was compared 

between the two groups.

4. Percentile change in ISQ in comparison to point zero, at each point of time, was 

compared between the two groups.
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5. Change in ISQ, at each point of time, from the previous measurement was compared 

between the two groups.

6. A regression analysis was performed for the independent variables that were 

significantly different at point zero using Stata (Data analysis and statistical software - 

StataCorp. 2011. Stata Statistical Software: Release 12. College Station, TX: 

StataCorp LP.) in order to quantify their contribution to the ISQ value.

7. Crestal bone loss at week 8 in comparison to point zero, was assessed 

radiographically using image analysis software SigmaScan Pro version 5.0.0 (Systat 

Software Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) and the difference between the two groups was 

statistically analyzed using SPSS. Point zero refers to the data obtained immediately 

after the implant placement.
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4.2 Independent variables

4.2.1 Age

Table 4.1. Age comparison between the control and the treatment groups

Control (n = 46 patients) Tx (n = 26 patients)

Minimum 38 35

Maximum 100 87

Avg (Average) 64.3 62

StD (Standard deviation) 11.5 12.7

Total Group - Avg 63.49, StD 12.69, p = 0.444 (Student’s t-test)Total Group - Avg 63.49, StD 12.69, p = 0.444 (Student’s t-test)Total Group - Avg 63.49, StD 12.69, p = 0.444 (Student’s t-test)

The age was normally distributed among the subjects. An independent-samples t-test 

was conducted to compare age difference in LED group  and control conditions. There 

was no significant difference in the scores for LED (Average = 62.0, standard deviation 

(StD) = 12.7) and control (Average = 64.3, StD =11.5) conditions; t(48.0) = 0.77, p = 

0.444. These results suggest that age was not significantly different between the two 

groups.
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4.2.2 Gender

Table 4.2. Gender comparison between the control and the treatment groups

Control (n = 46 patients) Tx (n = 26 patients)

Female (F) 26 (57%) 9 (35%)

Male (M) 20 (43%) 17 (65%)

StdDev 0.50 0.49

U = 467.0, p = 0.076 (Mann Whitney U test)U = 467.0, p = 0.076 (Mann Whitney U test)U = 467.0, p = 0.076 (Mann Whitney U test)

A Mann-Whitney U test was carried out between the LED group and the control group. 

The test showed that there was no statistically significant difference between the 

groups, U = 467.0, p = 0.076.
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4.2.3 Implant location in the mouth

Table 4.3. Implant location comparison between the control and the treatment 

groups

Control (n = 47 implants) Tx (n = 29 implants)

Mandible 39 (83%) 15 (52%)

Posterior (n = 33), anterior 
(n = 6)

Posterior (n = 11), anterior 
(n = 4)

Right (n = 19), left (n = 20) Right (n = 8), left (n = 7)

Maxilla 8 (17%) 14 (48%)

Posterior (n = 6), anterior 
(n = 2)

Posterior (n = 10), anterior 
(n = 4)

Right (n = 3), left (n = 5) Right (n = 9), left (n = 6)

StD 0.40 0.51

Mandible or maxilla: U = 459.5, p = 0.003 (Mann-Whitney U test)Mandible or maxilla: U = 459.5, p = 0.003 (Mann-Whitney U test)Mandible or maxilla: U = 459.5, p = 0.003 (Mann-Whitney U test)

The two groups were compared statistically in regard to the location of implants (maxilla 

or mandible). A Mann-Whitney U test was carried out between the LED group  and the 

control group. The test showed that there was a statistically significant difference 

between the groups, U = 459.5, p  = 0.003. The mean rank of the LED group  is lower 

than the mean rank of the control and so the control group had more implants placed in 

the mandible than the LED group.
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4.2.4 Ridge type

Table 4.4. Ridge type at site of implant comparison between the control and the 

treatment groups

Control (n = 47 implants) Tx (n = 29 implants)

Type A 5 (10.64%) 2 (7%)

Type B 30 (63.83%) 18 (62%)

Type C 12 (25.53%) 9 (31%)

Type D 0 (0%) 0 (0%)

Type E 0 (0%) 0 (0%)

StD 0.59 0.58

U = 629.0, p = 0.51 (Mann-Whitney U test)U = 629.0, p = 0.51 (Mann-Whitney U test)U = 629.0, p = 0.51 (Mann-Whitney U test)

A Mann-Whitney U test was carried out between the LED group and the control group. 

The test showed that there was no statistically significant difference between the 

groups, U = 629.0, p = 0.51.
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4.2.5 Bone quality

Table 4.5. Bone quality at site of implant comparison between the control and the 

treatment groups

Control (n = 47 implants) Tx (n = 29 implants)

Type 1 0 (0%) 0 (0%)

Type 2 45 (96%) 17 (59%)

Type 3 2 (4%) 12 (41%)

Type 4 0 (0%) 0 (0%)

StD 0.2 0.5

U = 428.5, p < 0.001 (Mann-Whitney U test)U = 428.5, p < 0.001 (Mann-Whitney U test)U = 428.5, p < 0.001 (Mann-Whitney U test)

A Mann-Whitney U test was carried out between the LED group and the control group. 

The test showed that there was a statistically significant difference between the groups, 

U = 428.5, p < 0.001. The mean rank of the LED group is higher than the mean rank of 

the control and so the LED group had worse bone quality than did the control group.
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4.2.6 Implant diameter

Table 4.6. Implant diameter (as groups) comparison between the control and the 

treatment groups

Control (n = 47 implants) Tx (n = 29 implants)
Small 3 (6%) 12 (41%)

Medium 12 (26%) 2 (7%)

Large 32 (68%) 15 (52%)

StD 0.61 0.98

U = 501.0, p = 0.026 (Mann-Whitney U test)U = 501.0, p = 0.026 (Mann-Whitney U test)U = 501.0, p = 0.026 (Mann-Whitney U test)

Large ≥ 5 mm; Medium < 5 mm and ≥ 4 mm; Small <4 mmLarge ≥ 5 mm; Medium < 5 mm and ≥ 4 mm; Small <4 mmLarge ≥ 5 mm; Medium < 5 mm and ≥ 4 mm; Small <4 mm

A Mann-Whitney U test was carried out between the LED group and the control group. 

The test showed that there was a statistically significant difference between the groups, 

U = 501.0, p = 0.026. The mean rank of the LED group is lower than the mean rank of 

the control and so the LED group  had smaller average implant diameter than did the 

control group.
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4.2.7 Implant length

Table 4.7. Implant length (as groups) comparison between the control and the 

treatment groups

Control (n = 47 implants) Tx (n = 29 implants)

Short 16 (34%) 8 (27.6%)

Medium 23 (49%) 13 (44.8%)

Long 8 (17%) 8 (27.6%)

StD 0.86 0.85

U = 625.0, p=0.519 (Mann-Whitney U test)U = 625.0, p=0.519 (Mann-Whitney U test)U = 625.0, p=0.519 (Mann-Whitney U test)

Long ≥ 13 mm; Medium <13 mm and >10 mm; Short ≤10 mmLong ≥ 13 mm; Medium <13 mm and >10 mm; Short ≤10 mmLong ≥ 13 mm; Medium <13 mm and >10 mm; Short ≤10 mm

A Mann-Whitney U test was carried out between the LED group and the control group. 

The test showed that there was no statistically significant difference between the 

groups, U = 625.0, p  = 0.519. The mean rank of the LED group is higher than the mean 

rank of the control and so the LED group had longer average implant length than did the 

control group.
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4.2.8 Implant surface

Table 4.8. Implant surface area (as groups) comparison between the control and 

the treatment groups

Control (n = 47 implants) Tx (n = 29 implants)
Small 14 (30%) 13 (45%)

Medium 23 (49%) 10 (49%)

Large 10 (21%) 5 (21%)

No available 0 (0%) 1 (3%)

StD 0.72 0.76

U = 556.0 p = 0.228 (Mann-Whitney U test)U = 556.0 p = 0.228 (Mann-Whitney U test)U = 556.0 p = 0.228 (Mann-Whitney U test)

Large ≥ 250 mm²; Medium <250 mm² and >200 mm²; Small ≤200 mm² Large ≥ 250 mm²; Medium <250 mm² and >200 mm²; Small ≤200 mm² Large ≥ 250 mm²; Medium <250 mm² and >200 mm²; Small ≤200 mm² 

A Mann-Whitney U test was carried out between the LED group and the control group. 

The test showed that there was no statistically significant difference between the 

groups, U = 556.0 p = 0.228. The mean rank of the LED group  is lower than the mean 

rank of the control and so the LED group had less implant surface area than did the 

control group.
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4.3. ISQ averages over follow-up period

 

Figure 4.1. ISQ averages over follow-up period (8 weeks). (٭) indicates statistical 

significance. (𝙸) Indicates the standard deviation. 

The ISQ data immediately after implant placement at point zero were normally 

distributed among the groups. An independent-samples t-test was conducted to 

compare ISQ at point zero in LED group and control conditions. There was a significant 

difference in the scores for LED (Average (avg) = 70.6, StD = 6.1) and control (Avg  = 

79.6, StD = 5.7) conditions; t(56.4) = 6.5, p < 0.001. These results suggest that average 
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ISQ at point zero was significantly different between the two groups. The average ISQ 

of the control group was higher than average ISQ of LED group. However, there was no 

statistically significance difference between the two groups at the end of the 8 week 

follow-up period (p = 0.125).
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4.4. ISQ change from initial measurement

Figure 4.2. Mean total ISQ change from initial measurement. (٭) indicates 

statistical significance. (𝙸) Indicates the standard deviation. 

Statistical analysis of change of average ISQ value from average ISQ values at point 

zero to week 1 (ISQ week 1-ISQ zero), week 2 (ISQ week 1-ISQ zero), week 4 (ISQ 

week 1-ISQ zero), and week 8 (ISQ week 1-ISQ zero) was carried out between LED 

group and control group as the following:
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At week 1, a Mann-Whitney U test was carried out between LED group and control 

group. The test showed that there was a highly significant statistical difference between 

the groups, U = 265, p  < 0.001. The mean rank of LED group is higher than the mean 

rank of the control and so the LED group had more positive ISQ change from point zero 

to week 1 than did the control group

At week 2, a Mann-Whitney U test was carried out between LED group and control 

group. The test showed that there was a highly significant statistical difference between 

the groups, U = 209, p  < 0.001. The mean rank of LED group is higher than the mean 

rank of the control and so the LED group had more positive ISQ change from point zero 

to week 2 than did the control group

At week 4, an independent-samples t-test was conducted to compare ISQ change at 

week 4 in comparison to point zero in LED group  and control conditions . There was a 

significant difference in the scores for LED (Avg = 1.0, StD = 4.4) and control (Avg = 

-5.1, StD = 5.2) conditions; t(67.0) = -5.4, p  < 0.001. These results suggest that ISQ 

change at week 4 in comparison to point zero was significantly different between the 

two groups and the LED group had a more positive change than the control group.

At week 8, an independent-samples t-test was conducted to compare ISQ change at 

week 8 in comparison to point zero in LED group  and control conditions . There was a 

significant difference in the scores for LED (Avg = 2.5, StD = 4.9) and control (Avg = 

-4.5, StD = 6.7) conditions; t(72.0) = -5.4, p  < 0.001. These results suggest that ISQ 
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change at week 8 in comparison to point zero was significantly different between the 

two groups and the LED group had a more positive change than the control group.

The above results are summarized in this following table.

Table 4.9. Statistical analysis of mean total ISQ change from initial measurement

Test U/t p

ISQ change week1 - zero MWU U = 265 < 0.001

ISQ change week2 - zero MWU U = 209 < 0.001

ISQ change week4- zero Student’s t-test t(67.0) = -5.4 < 0.001

ISQ change week8 - zero Student’s t-test t(72.0) = -5.4 < 0.001
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4.5. ISQ percentile change from initial measurement

Figure 4.3. Mean ISQ percentile change from initial measurement. (٭) indicates 

statistical significance. (𝙸) Indicates the standard deviation. 

Statistical analysis of percentile change of average ISQ value from average ISQ values 

at point zero to week 1 (ISQ week 1-ISQ zero), week 2 (ISQ week 1-ISQ zero), week 4 

(ISQ week 1-ISQ zero), and week 8 (ISQ week 1-ISQ zero) was carried out between 

LED group and control group as the following:
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At week 1, a Mann-Whitney U test was carried out between LED group and control 

group. The test showed that there was a highly significant statistical difference between 

the groups, U = 290, p < 0.001. The mean rank of the LED group  is higher than the 

mean rank of the control and so the LED group had more positive ISQ percentile 

change from point zero to week 1 than did the control group.

At week 2, a Mann-Whitney U test was carried out between LED group and control 

group. The test showed that there was a highly significant statistical difference between 

the groups, U = 223.5, p  < 0.001. The mean rank of LED group is higher than the mean 

rank of the control and so the LED group  had more positive ISQ percentile change from 

point zero to week 2 than did the control group.

At week 4, a Mann-Whitney U test was also carried out between LED group and control 

group. The test showed that there was a highly statistical significant difference between 

the groups, U = 249.5, p  < 0.001. The mean rank of LED group is higher than the mean 

rank of the control and so the LED group  had more positive ISQ percentile change from 

point zero to week 4 than did the control group.

At week 8, a Mann-Whitney U test was also carried out between LED group and control 

group. The test showed that there was a highly statistical significant difference between 

the groups, U = 244.5, p  < 0.001. The mean rank of LED group is higher than the mean 

rank of the control and so the LED group  had more positive ISQ percentile change from 

point zero to week 8 than did the control group.
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Previous results are summarized in the following table.

Table 4.10. Statistical analysis of mean ISQ percentile (%) change from initial 

measurement

Test U/t p

ISQ% change week1 - zero MWU U = 290.0 < 0.001

ISQ% change week2 - zero MWU U = 223.5 < 0.001

ISQ% change week4- zero MWU U = 249.5 < 0.001

ISQ% change week8 - zero MWU U = 244.5 < 0.001
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4.6. ISQ change from previous measurement

Figure 4.4. Mean change of ISQ from previous measurement. (٭)  indicates 

statistical significance. (𝙸) Indicates the standard deviation. 

Statistical analysis of change of average ISQ value from average ISQ values at 

previous measurement was carried out between LED group  and control group as the 

following:
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At week 1, a Mann-Whitney U test was carried out between LED group and control 

group. The test showed that there was a highly statistical significant difference between 

the groups, U = 290, p  < 0.001. The mean rank of LED group is higher than the mean 

rank of the control and so the LED group  had more positive ISQ percentile change 

between week 1 to point zero than did the control group.

At week 2, a Mann-Whitney U test was carried out between LED group and control 

group. The test showed that there was a highly statistical significant difference between 

the groups, U = 322.0, p  < 0.001. The mean rank of LED group is higher than the mean 

rank of the control and so the LED group had more positive ISQ change between week 

2 and week 1 than did the control group.

At week 4, a Mann-Whitney U test was carried out between LED group and control 

group. The test showed that there was a highly statistical significant difference between 

the groups, U = 496.0, p  = 0.047. The mean rank of LED group is higher than the mean 

rank of the control and so the LED group had more positive ISQ change between week 

4 and week 2 than did the control group.

At week 8, a Mann-Whitney U test was carried out between LED group and control 

group. The test showed that there was no statistical significant difference between the 

groups, U = 531.0, p = 0.104. The mean rank of LED group is higher than the mean 

rank of the control and so the LED group had more positive ISQ change between week 

8 and week 4 than did the control group.
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Previous results are summarized in the following table.

Table 4.11. Statistical analysis of mean ISQ change from previous measurement

Test U/t p

ISQ change week1 - zero MWU U = 290.0 < 0.001

ISQ change week2 - week1 MWU U = 322.0 < 0.001

ISQ change week4- week2 MWU U = 496.0 0.047

ISQ change week8 - week4 MWU U = 531.0 0.104

4.7 Regression analysis of the independent variables at point 

zero

Regression analysis for the independent variables documented in the study at point 

zero was carried out using Stata. The regression analysis included all the independent 

variables previously mentioned (Section 4.2) except the alveolar ridge type. This was 

excluded because available bone quantity, from a practical perspective, is better 

represented by the implant dimensions. Only 75 implants were included out of the total 

76 implants, because the surface area of one of the implants was not provided by 

manufacturer.
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Table 4.12. Regression analysis of independent variables affecting ISQ at point 

zero

At ISQ point zero Coef p

Age 0.04 0.461

Sex 1.49 0.184

Implant location (maxilla 
in relation to mandible) -1.51 0.267

Bone quality -6.10 0.001

Implant diameter (small 
in comparison to large) -7.25 0.002

Implant diameter 
(medium in comparison 

to large)
-2.13 0.226

Implant length (small in 
comparison to large) -2.27 0.233

Implant length (medium 
in comparison to large) 0.22 0.889

Implant surface (small in 
comparison to large) -0.08 0.975

Implant surface (medium 
in comparison to large) -2.59 0.132

The regression analysis shows that bone quality  and implant diameter (small when 

compared to large and vise vera) have a statistically significant effect on the ISQ value 

at point zero. For every numerical increase in the bone quality according to the 

Lekholm-Zarb classification, the ISQ value decreases by  6.10 (24). For changing the 

diameter of the implant from large group to small group, the ISQ value of the implant 

decreases by 7.25, and vice versa.
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4.8 Timing the effect of photobiomodulation during the of 

peri-implant healing period

Using a change model, multiple regression analyses were conducted to establish the 

exact period of the implant healing during which the photobiomodulation seem to be 

effective. Effectiveness is assessed by measuring the independent variable in this 

model, which is the change in the ISQ value from the previous reading. The dependent 

variable is the use of the OsseoPulse device to induce photobiomodulation. 

Independent variables in the previous table (Table 4.12) were also included in this 

model; however, they have been omitted in the following table (Table 4.13) for simplicity.
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Table 4.13. Timing the effect of photobiomodulation during the of peri-implant 

healing period using a regression analysis in a change model

Independent variable Coef p

ISQ change week1 - zero 2.29 0.025

ISQ change week2 - week1 1.48 0.053

ISQ change week4- week2 0.67 0.495

ISQ change week8 - week4 0.48 0.617

ISQ change week8 - zero 3.23 0.102

ISQ change week8 - week1 2.31 0.178

ISQ change week8- week2 1.16 0.383

ISQ change week4 - zero 3.00 0.055

ISQ change week4 - week1 1.83 0.160

This model shows that the photobiomodulation effect on implant stability as measured 

by ISQ is statistically  significant during the following periods: point zero to week 1, week 

1 to week  2, and point zero to week 4. However, analyzing the first four weeks further 

shows that the photobiomodulation effect doesn’t seem to be statistically  significant 

during the following periods: week 1 to week 4, and week 2 to week 4. From these 

results, it could be concluded that the photobiomodulation effect is statistically 

significant during the first two weeks of healing, and the effect seen on the period from 

point zero to week 4 most likely is due to the statistically  significant effect seen during 

the first two weeks. 
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4.9 Radiographic analysis of crestal bone loss

Table 4.14. Crestal bone percentile changes at 8 weeks

Control Tx

Number of implants 14 13

Average bone loss -11.87% -5.22%

StD 7.97% 8.86%

p = 0.05 (Student’s t-test)p = 0.05 (Student’s t-test)p = 0.05 (Student’s t-test)

The data were normally distributed among subjects. An independent-samples t-test was 

conducted to compare crestal bone loss in LED group and control conditions. There 

was a significant difference in the scores for LED (Avg = - 5.2, StD = 8.9) and control 

(Avg = -11.9, StD = 8.0) conditions; t(24.2) = -2.05, p = 0.05. These results suggest that 

crestal bone loss was significantly different between the two groups. The mean crestal 

bone loss among the control is significantly more than the LED at 8 weeks.
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Chapter 5: Discussion
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5.1 Introduction

The primary purpose of this study was to evaluate the effect of the OsseoPulse device 

in the early phases of intraoral endosseous implant healing using a RCT on human 

participants. The dependent variable was implant’s ISQ value, which was assessed 

using the Osstell ISQ device. The crestal bone percentile loss was evaluated on digital 

peri-apical radiographs.  

5.2 Independent variables at point zero

Eight independent variables that were thought could affect the results directly or 

indirectly were investigated: age, gender, jaw (mandible or maxilla), bone quality, ridge 

type, implant diameter, implant length, and implant surface. The implants were classified 

according to each dimension (length, diameter, and surface) and then were grouped 

into small, medium, and large categories. When comparing the two groups, only three 

(bone quality, implant diameter, and implant location ) of the eight evaluated, were found 

to be statistically different. Of the three independent variables, only the bone quality and 

implant diameter were likely to have an effect on total implant stability and the primary 

stability of implants.
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5.3 Implant stability at point zero

All implants placed in this study had adequate primary stability at the beginning of the 

study and immediately after insertion of implants as measured by the Osstell device. 

The lowest ISQ recoded at point zero was 61. Studies have demonstrated that implants 

with ISQ values above 54 to 60 are considered to be stable (40-43, 45). However, the 

mean ISQ value of the control group  was significantly higher than that of the treatment 

group at point zero.

As mentioned in the introduction, the primary stability of implants is a result of the 

biomechanical interlocking of the implant and the bone tissue and it can be dependent 

primarily upon four factors: surgical technique, implant design, bone quantity, and bone 

quality (22, 26, 31, 34).

1. All implants were placed by a single operator following a standard surgical protocol. 

A single operator who is experienced with implant surgery and with the application of 

the OsseoPulse device reduces or eliminates the risk of inter-operator variability. As 

the operator was highly  experienced in placing implants and utilizing the OsseoPulse 

device prior to this study, the risk of intra-operator variability was eliminated.

2. All implants used in this study were manufactured by Nobel Biocare. They all were 

produced from chemically unchanged variants of commercially  pure titanium and 

shared the same surface micro-topography and surface chemistry  (132). Previous 
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studies have demonstrated that these characteristics do not affect primary  stability, 

yet they enhance bone formation and hence hasten the process of osseointegration 

(22, 26).

The implants used in this study  had different dimensions (length, diameter, and 

surface area) as dictated by the amount of alveolar bone available at the implant site. 

The direct effect of implant dimensions on primary stability is not well defined in the 

literature. Bischof et al. found that using implants with different diameters or lengths 

did not affect primary stability as tested using RFA technology (133). On the other 

hand, other studies have demonstrated that using implants with larger diameter 

increases the primary stability of dental implants as they  engage more cortical bone 

(134, 135). Kessler-Liechti et al. demonstrated this direct correlation of implant and 

implant stability  using RFA technology  (136). The data from this study suggest that 

implant diameter, as tested by the Osstell device, was directly  related to the primary 

stability of implants. The two groups had statistically significant differences in implant 

diameters at the beginning of the study and the average diameter of the control group 

implants was higher than that of the treatment group. To relate the effect of this 

difference to the difference in ISQ values between the two groups at time zero, a 

regression analysis was conducted. The test showed that there is a statistically 

significant correlation between implant diameters and ISQ value at this time point. 

This correlation was positive; for every increase in implant diameter from small to 

large implant diameter, as grouped in the results section, there is an increase in ISQ 

value at point zero by 7.25. There was no statistically  significant difference between 
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the two groups in the length and surface area of the implants. Regression analysis 

did not show any significant correlation between these parameters and implant 

primary stability either. In conclusion, It seems that implant diameter is the only 

implant-related independent variable that might significantly affect the obtained ISQ 

values in this study.

3. Bone quantity was assessed using a modified version of Cawood and Howell’s 

classification of residual alveolar ridge type (131). There were no statistically 

significant differences between the two groups with respect to the alveolar ridge type.

4. Lekholm and Zarb  developed a classification system for alveolar ridge bone quality in 

the 1980s. They classified alveolar ridge bone quality  into four categories according 

to the proportion of cortical and cancellous bone. According to this classification, 

class I bone, which is mostly  located in the anterior mandible, has the highest cortical 

to cancellous proportion while class IV  has the lowest cortical to cancellous bone 

proportion (24). Cortical bone has higher density of mineralized lamellae and is more 

compacted in comparison to trabecular bone. In essence, there is more available 

compact bone in contact with the implant, and hence, this increases the bio-

mechanical locking required to obtain optimal primary stability (22).

Our data demonstrated that the primary stability  of implants could be directly related 

to bone quality as evaluated using the Osstell device. The two groups had statistically 

significant differences in bone quality at the sites of implants at time zero; mean 
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diameter size of the control group was higher than that of the treatment group. To 

relate the effect of this difference to the difference in ISQ values between the two 

groups at point zero, a regression analysis was conducted. This analysis showed that 

there was a statistically significant correlation between bone quality and ISQ value at 

this point in time. This correlation was positive; for every increase in implant diameter 

from small to large implant diameter, as grouped in the results section, there was an 

increase in ISQ value at point zero by 7.25.

5.4 Implant stability change over 8 weeks

The literature suggests that we should expect a continuous decrease in implant stability 

over the first few weeks after implant placement, prior to witnessing an increase in the 

stability. The early decrease in primary stability of the implant is due to the osteoclastic 

activity  around the implant-to-bone contact areas, while the latter gain in stability  is due 

to the new bone formed around the implant surface as a part of the osseointegration 

process. There is a critical period that has been estimated to be 2 to 3 weeks following 

implant placement, and during which the implant stability might be compromised, prior 

to gaining an adequate secondary  stability (33, 35). Elimination or reduction of this dip 

in the implant stability has been the target of researchers and clinicians, especially  with 

the introduction of the concepts of early and immediate implant loading. Such efforts to 

enhance osseointegration primarily have targeted implant surface characteristics such 

as surface topography and surface chemistry, as well as the environment around the 
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dental implant. In this category, attempts are being made in order to provide optimal 

conditions for implant integration by the incorporation of exogenous influences such as 

growth factors, gene therapy, and photobiomodulation using a low level laser therapy 

(LLLT) or light emitting diode (LED) (5-12).

In the study presented in this thesis, the control group showed similar changes in the 

stability curves as seen in other studies. There was a decrease in the ISQ values in the 

first weeks following implant placement. The decrease continued for four weeks prior to 

increasing. On the other hand, the treatment group  did not demonstrate this dip  in 

stability; instead, there was a continuous increase in stability as reflected by measuring 

ISQ values over the 8 week follow-up period. Despite the statistically significant 

difference in primary stability  between the two groups at the beginning of the study, 

there was no statistical significance in ISQ values, and hence stability between the two 

groups by the end of the follow-up period (8 weeks). 

It is important to mention that although the implants in the control group  had an early 

decrease in stability, the mean ISQ values of these implants were at all times well above 

the critical ISQ value of 54 to 60 required for implant survival (40-43, 45).
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5.5 The effect of photobiomodulation

The effect of Photobiomodulation may be explained by reviewing the proposed 

mechanisms of action. Oxygen tension is an important factor in determining the fate of 

mesenchymal cells involved in the early  phases of peri-implant tissue healing. 

Depending on oxygen tension, mesenchymal cells can differentiate into fibroblasts, 

chondrocytes, or osteoblasts (5). Bone injury induced by implant site preparation for 

example, leads to localized tissue hypoxia, and deprivation of ATP supply necessary for 

bone metabolism at the injury site (4). Studies have shown that photobiomodulation can 

have a effect on the cell membrane and mitochondria resulting in regenerating the 

cellular supply of ATP and increasing RNA and DNA synthesis. These changes promote 

the release of growth factors and cytokines, enhance mesenchymal cell differentiation 

into osteoblasts, enhance osteoblast cell attachment and activity, promote faster 

angiogenesis, enhance collagen formation, increase calcium phosphate production, and 

ultimately  increase bone matrix production and mineralization (118). The results in 

promotion of bone regeneration will enhance and speed up  dental implant integration in 

the early healing phases following their placement (15, 16, 118, 119, 121-127). This is 

consistent with previously conducted In vitro, in vivo, and clinical studies.

The results of this investigation concur with the findings of other studies reported in the 

literature. Statistically  significant differences were seen between the treatment and the 

control  groups with respect to the ISQ values from time point zero to week 1, week 1 to 

week 2, and week 2 to week 4. A regression analysis of these data designed to 
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correlate the effect of photobiomodulation on these results showed that the effect of 

photobiomodulation was statistically significant only during the first two weeks of 

healing. These findings support the hypothesis that the expected effect of 

Photobiomodulation will be seen primarily during the first two weeks following 

implantation.

5.6 Photobiomodulation effect on crestal bone loss

A crestal bone resorption is expected following implant placement. The process of 

resorption is multi-factorial and is dependent on the amount of surgical trauma, the 

preservation of biological width, the reaction of surrounding tissues to insults, the design 

of implant components, and the implant position in relation to the crest and adjacent 

anatomical structures (26, 137-139). Researchers and clinicians have attempted to 

develop methods to decrease this loss by improving implant design, improving implant 

surface microtopography, changing implant-abutment connectors, and by platform 

switching (137, 140-143).

To our knowledge, the effect of photobiomodulation on the early crestal bone loss 

around implants has not been investigated. This study may be considered to be a pilot 

study, considering the small sample population (n = 27 implants; control group = 14 

implants, and treatment group  = 13 implants). Standardized protocol to obtain peri-

apical radiographs was not followed. Angulation of the radiographs was variable and 
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very limited number of radiographs had reasonable angulation to be analyzed. However, 

from the limited number of obtained radiographs, the crestal bone adjacent to the 

implant surface at 8 weeks follow-up was compared to those obtained immediately after 

implant insertion. The data demonstrated a statistically significant difference among the 

two groups. There was less decrease in crestal bone height in the treatment group as 

compared to the control group.

5.7 Study limitations

Analyzing this clinical trial retrospectively, multiple limitations were encountered.

1. The design of the study was changed after the beginning of the trial. The initial study 

design was to compare patients who will be treated within the University of Toronto 

and patients who will be treated by dentists in the community. The study design was 

explained thoroughly to the practitioners who intended to participate in the study in 

multiple training sessions prior to commencing this clinical trial. However, none of the 

participating dentists followed the protocol except one. The study also intended to 

assess the analgesic effect of the OsseoPulse device. Patients were supposed to 

document their pain level following implant placement using a visual analogue scale 

(VAS) as well as documenting the analgesic medications they were taking post-

operatively. These data were not documented adequately to be presented in this 

study. Within the University of Toronto, there was a lack of sufficient number of 
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patients to meet the exclusion criteria as most of implants’ sites were previously 

grafted.

2. Sample population size was small. Power of study was calculated. Sample size 

required was 377 implants with a confidence interval of 95%. However only 76 

implants were included.

3. The study lacked an on-site coordinator. All practitioners prior to commencing the 

study received adequate training regarding the study protocol, however an on-site 

coordinator would have ensured that protocol was followed properly.

4. The study is not blinded in many aspects. The dentist who placed the implants 

measured the ISQ values as well. The dentist was not blinded about whether patients 

were in the control or the treatment groups. Patients were not blinded either. Patients  

in the control group could have received a sham-irradiation using a device that looked 

similar to the OsseoPulse device.

5. Standardized protocol to obtain peri-apical radiograph post-operatively was not used 

by the practitioner. Most radiographs were severely angled, missing apical portion of 

implant, or had significant artifact effect that negated their value for the intended 

analysis. As a result, only  27 implants were included in the radiographic analysis of 

crestal bone out of the 76 implants that were included in the ISQ analysis. The 

approach used in this study to analyze the crestal bone height is not ideal. Using a 
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perpendicular radiograph at an equal distance from the implants using a stent would 

have resulted in an accurate measurement of the crestal bone height change in 

millimeters rather than a percentile value.

5.8 Future directions

In the future, RCT could involve projects with larger population sizes, decreasing the  

possible effect of the independent variables and increasing the power of the study.

In addition, histological studies using animal models would assist in the appreciation of  

the effects of photobiomodulation on the early  phases of endosseous implant healing. 

With the use of animal models such as those used by Buser et al. or Berglundh et al., 

histological studies could be conducted after sacrificing the subject animals at different 

time intervals. This will allow for evaluation of the early osseous healing events around 

implants. It can also be used to assess bone-to-implant contact (BIC) during these 

periods in order to be able to quantify  the effect of photobiomodulation 3-dimensionally 

(7, 35).

It would also be interesting to determine the effect of photobiomodulation on 

endosseous intraoral implants placed into fresh extraction sites, immediately  following 

tooth removal, as well as implants placed into augmented bone (autogenous, allogenic, 

or xenogenic.)
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In conclusion, from this investigation, there is a suggestion that the use of LED around 

dental implants will allow for a continuous increase in ISQ value and may reduce crestal 

bone resorption in the early phases of bone healing around dental implants. However, 

further evaluation of this technology is required in a larger trial with a larger sample size, 

better coordination and control, a standardized radiograph protocol, and supplemented 

with in vivo histological studies. These are needed in order to develop  a better 

understanding of photobiomodulation with the aim to promote a better endosseous 

implant-based clinical practice.
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